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Abstract: I discuss the state of the bioinformatics as related to genomic research in a
European region and I propose a research development program in the field. Further, I
introduce a genetic sequence identifier based on a hierarchical system using fuzzy and
classic (crisp) neural networks.

1. A program proposal – International and national context
Genomics and proteomics have the tendency to become – along with the
nanotechnologies and computation intelligence – the principal progress vectors of
this century. After having brought a small revolution in agriculture and zootechnology based on the Mendelian discoveries, genetics became somewhat slower
in its progress, until the discovery of DNA. It has been the huge effort of the
Human Genome Project which visionary projected, in the 1990, genomics as the
leading science and technology for our century. Highly interdisciplinary, genomics
involves a newly redefined bioinformatics, together with various chapters of
biochemistry (in a broader context, proteomics is, in many respects, the key to
genomics), biophysics, and cellular biology.
Genomics has a tremendous economic potential. According to Forbes (quoted
by [1]), genomics will contribute to about 20% of the gross product of the US in
2030. Computing for genomics has seen a tremendous development in its incipient
years, from about $250 M (in USA alone), in 1999, to about $2.3 Billion in 2002
(an almost 10 times increase in 3 years.) It is expected that genomics will
contribute to solve numerous health, agricultural, and ecological problems,
moreover will contribute to the production of gas and of other essential materials,
including pharmaceuticals, at a cheap price [2].
US are the undisputed leader in the genomic research. Unfortunately, not all the
European countries have grasped the importance of genomics. Moreover, many
countries that have a quite powerful pharmaceutical industry or an extensive
agriculture (like Romania) are lingering in this field, despite the fact that genomics
would be a key for the development in those fields. A brief presentation of the
principal goals of countries recently included in NATO reveals that only two see
genomics as an essential goal [3]. Neither is bioinformatics seen by all the
administrators as an essential tool to achieve a significant industrial development.
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Unfortunately, this is also the case of Romania, and it is one of the purposes of this
paper to draw attention on the fact.
2. Toward a sensible Romanian program in the context of the European
projects
Under the described circumstances, designing a sensible research and
development program at the regional/national scale might be wise. This paper is
partly devoted to such a purpose.
Our vision is to build a significant pool of competencies in bioinformatics,
disseminated into a national network of laboratories and research groups in
Romania, well connected to European and international projects in bioinformatics
and genomics and able to significantly contribute to the betterment of the economy
in this European region. I see the possibility to build, with appropriate support, a
region of excellence in bioinformatics for genomics, with strong centers in the
institutes of the Romanian Academy and in the main universities.
With this goal in mind, and using our expertise, I have established about one
year ago some desirable scientific objectives, that are:
i)

To develop fuzzy-statistical methods to better characterize the sequences, the
genes, the exons and the introns.
ii) To develop methods based on feature-oriented filtering (noise removal).
iii) To develop fast methods to identify the type of dynamics associated to a
genomic sequence; use those methods to further characterize the sequences
and to help detecting their specific components.
iv) To determine if series of distances between aminic bases in the DNA can be
used as input to various Markov models to improve their outcome.
v) To develop a set of tools able to “travel along the genomic sequence” and to
identify known (learned) patterns.
vi) To investigate the possibility of using various types of coupled-map lattices,
including fuzzy-coupled map lattices as developed in [4], to analyze and
predict genes.
vii) To develop companion tools that, after recognition of a pattern, can fast make
alignments and comparisons of key DNA segments.
viii) To develop an integrated system using the above components and other classic
components developed by other groups, to increase the performance of
sequencing, analyzing and recognizing specific sequences or genes.
ix) To include the above system in a more complex one able to perform diagnosis
for human, animal or plant diseases.
Subsequently, I detail the description of the above tools.
Fuzzy-statistical methods. The use of fuzzy methods to characterize genes has
been advocated recently [5]. Also, several researchers have addressed the use of
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fuzzy methods to identify specific sequences in the genome and to perform data
mining [6]. The uncertainty in the variability of the genes and the imperfections in
defining the genes themselves [7] make the fuzzy approach interesting. There are
numerous fuzzy approaches in genomics, and a reasonable selection of references
is [8]-[18]. However, I see benefits in combining the fuzzy approach with other
types of characterizations; namely, using more than a fuzzy description that
combines fuzzy and statistical methods looks reasonable. This is one of our
objectives in this program.
Filtering (noise removal). Genomic data comes noisy, either in the classic
sense that parasitic signals occur during physical mapping, or in the more subtle
sense that a genomic sequence may include “noisy mutations” that prevents
recognition by perfect matching. Methods based on feature-oriented filtering [1722] will be investigated to remove both types of noise. Results will be compared to
classical filtering methods.
Dynamics associated to genomic sequences. The use of features of dynamics
associated to genomic sequences have been proposed for a long time already,
emphasizing that the sequences may have periodical, random or chaotic features
[5]. I suggest searching for the dynamic characteristics under various
representations. Among others, I suggest using a four-sequence representation for a
genomic sequence, namely for each of the bases, to represent the sequence of
distances between successive occurrences. (I first used this method in analyzing the
dynamics of words in natural languages, [23].) New, fast methods to characterize
the dynamics will be applied, including those (like “time-in-a-region” parameter) I
have proposed in other contexts [24].
Markov models. Prediction results using homogeneous or hidden Markov
models have proved to be among the best and the method of Markov models is
widely spread [25-29]. I aim to further develop the method, using various new
representation of the genomic sequence, like the ones of distances between the
successive bases.
Neuro-fuzzy tools for sequence identification. I suggest using various neurofuzzy tools able to recognize specific sequences. Such a tool I propose is a neurofuzzy predictor that learns a specific sequence. When the prediction score is high,
the sequence is recognized; when the score is low, the sequence is determined to be
of another type. This predictor is described in a companion paper in this issue.
Subsequently, I detail one of the components of the proposed research program.
3. A neuro-fuzzy tool for sequence identification
A method to identify changes of the statistics is to determine if some “agent”
able to predict (and thus recognize) a segment becomes “unaware” of another
segment that it cannot recognize (predict). A NN or any mean recognizing that a
specific species genome is investigated, in a pool of genomes, or that a genome is
not a specific genome, or that a mutation has occurred – and where – on a genome,
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will probably be in demand soon. Indeed, such means will be needed to perform
extensive research on large genomic databases for thousands of organisms.
The trend today is to learn the role of any genome. However, to do so, a large
number of genomes from the diseased cells have to be investigated and compared
to “normal” genomes. Direct comparison might be a way to determine differences.
However, this requires a large number of accesses to the memory, and a large, fast
memory to store the information of the “normal” and the investigated genomes.
The space complexity is large for direct comparisons (at least twice that of the
genome). Moreover, because the registers used to store sections of the compared
strings are rather small, the number of accesses to the memory is proportional to
the genome length, too.
One of the systems currently used is like in fig. 1 (after [25]) and its operation
basically consists of using a set of templates to which the actual genome sections
are contrasted.

Best model
selected

Fig. 1 – Using templates to identify genomic sequences (after [25])

An alternate system, which operation would involve a similar time complexity,
but a smaller space complexity, might be achieved. Indeed, if a system or a set of
systems is highly trained to “learn” normal genome sections and to be able to
pinpoint that the analyzed genome section is not the one learned. Such a system
may use a NN, or a fuzzy NN (FNN), knowing that NNs and FNNs are able to
learn a specific context and to flag when they operate in a different context.
Instead of using FNN-based systems, other predictors could be considered.
However, linear predictors and simple NN predictors can be expected to require a
larger number of inputs, to efficiently learn the series. This is a major drawback
when small DNA sequences are available. Moreover, a FNN has the advantage of
having a significantly larger number of parameters available for training, for the
same order of the predictor, compared to linear or NN predictors. This is an
intrinsic advantage for the available equivalent memory per unit of order of the
predictor (per leg), to store the information on the learned sequence.
In this paper, I report on the first step in this research, namely the architecture of
a hybrid NN able to learn a sequence of bases and to predict it. The next step,
reported in a companion paper, is to train and test the NNs to the identification of
known and unknown sequences and to flag them correspondingly.
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The suggested structure for the hybrid, hierarchical Fuzzy-NN to perform this
task is shown in Fig. 2. The decision block is itself a (crisp) NN. Its role is to best
determine the situations when a recognition score is high enough to decide the
sequence has been recognized. This NN should be trained on a large number of
sequences, to insure that the sequences not of the desired type are not falsely
recognized as “good” sequences. For reusability reasons, it is conceivable to use an
identical decision block for several FNNs-based agents.
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Fig. 2 – The multi-fuzzy-predictor and decision making block for pattern recognition in genomic
sequences. The individual predictors may be of any type, but FNN predictors have several advantages
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Fig. 3 – The overall structure of the genomic sequence identification agent
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To achieve this, the decision-making NN should receive extra inputs, one of
them for the type of sequence recognized, or, equivalently, for the type of FNN to
which it applies. A code can be assigned to each FNN, to be used as input to the
decision-making NN (DM-NN). Moreover, the DM-NN might receive input
information on the organism and chromosome under investigation. Taking into
account these requirements, the structure of the suggested DM-NN is like in Figure
3. Because of the extra information, the overall FNN-based agent has the structure
of a hierarchical NN-based system.
The fuzzy-NN has been adopted from the literature and I developed the basic
gradient-descent training algorithm as an example for my class in a master-degree
course several years ago. With a few improvements, the algorithm reflects the
classic ones used in NNs.
A convenient FNN is composed of several Sugeno fuzzy logic systems with
derivable input RBF membership functions. Sugeno-type fuzzy systems are simple
enough and do not require complex computations, like the Mamdani-type systems.
The Gauss functions are preferred for the RBF membership functions.
The sequence identification procedure using FNNs based system is shown in
Figure 4.

Best model
selected

Fig. 4 – Using FNN-based agents to identify genomic sequences

Notice that there is a simple relationship relating the time series of distances
(better-said, distance series). This means that the four series (one per basis) are not
independent. Indeed, if we denote by d [n] the distance series for the A, C, G, and
T bases, respectively, then, for any n, we have:

∑

d A [n A ] + d C [nC ] + d G [nG ] + dT [nT ] = D

where D is the constant representing the sum. Therefore, knowing the maximal
numbers n A , nC , nG , nT corresponding to a given D, any three series determine the
fourth one. In other words, filling in the positions for three of the four bases, the
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unoccupied positions are by rule occupied by the fourth basis. This information
may help making corrections to the prediction algorithm.
Notice that the use of NNs is some kind of “indirect homology” that is not
sensitive to too-close resemblance or sensitive to frame shift errors. On the other
hand, the method will operate poorer on short exons. The NN method is close in
effect with HMMs, as both carry statistical information on the global sequence and
use information in the vicinity of the current point (several steps around or behind.)
The FNN method may be used in conjunction with other methods, either as the
basic recognition method, or as a complementary method. Notice that the FNN
method proposed differs significantly from the NN methods presented in the
literature [5] in several respects, beyond the use of fuzzy NNs.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a proposal for a research program in genomics-oriented
bioinformatics has been presented. This program might be suitable as a basis for
establishing a larger, regional or European program, to prepare for the next stage to
come in genomics applications. Subsequently, a section of the research has been
detailed and a tool to identify genomic sequences has been introduced. The tool is
believed suitable for mass analysis of genomic sequences. The proposed genomic
identification system is based on a set of fuzzy neural network predictors and a
decision-making neural network. Further details on the proposed system are
presented in a companion paper in this issue.
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